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PROFILE: TERRY BUSHELL TRAVEL

Enjoying what they do: Lynda Kemp and Maureen and Terry Bushell

FOR THE LOVE OF IT
Terry Bushell found his vocation in coach tour driving later than many, but as
Andy Izatt found out, he hasn’t wasted any time in living the experience to the full

s regulars know, going on a Terry
Bushell tour is much more than
just another coach holiday. They
know that it will be Terry driving
and he and courier Lynda Kemp
will do all in their power to make
the trip a success. Terry’s irrepressible personality
and sense of humour are key ingredients to what
will almost certainly be a memorable experience.
Terry can clearly remember his first tour 21
years ago, which was something of a baptism of
fire. It was to Southsea and on arriving he
thought it would be a good idea for the hotelier
to give his passengers a pep talk before they
disembarked the coach. The hotelier boarded
and announced that he had just been dragged
away from a really good tennis match on TV to
talk to them. As Terry’s passengers mounted the
steps to the hotel one of them fell over and broke
her leg. Then they filled up the lift which
promptly broke down between floors. Water
started coming through the foyer ceiling around
a fluorescent light. Terry declined the hotelier’s
invitation to switch the light off. Within the space
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My cousin who is an
accountant looked at
the books and said I was
wasting my time. I was
determined to prove
him wrong. I had to
honour what had been
booked with Laurie
of half an hour an ambulance, police and fire
brigade had all been called.
That experience did nothing to dampen
Terry’s enthusiasm for a new life in coach tours.
He had started work several decades prior to that
as a panel beater and paint sprayer with Burtonupon-Trent Vauxhall and Bedford dealership, RW
Kenny. The dealership was a fertile training

ground at the time for tradesman going on to
careers with local breweries Allied and Bass and
Terry established many long-term friendships. “I
just loved cars,” he recalled. “It was a local
business that was well known for its quality
engineering.”
After staying at Kenny’s for many years, a
move to a different garage didn’t prove
advantageous so Terry joined what was still
Burton Corporation Transport in 1973.
He remained through its ownership by East
Staffordshire District Council and merger with
Stevenson’s of Uttoxeter in 1985. He was the
Burton garage T&G Union rep and remembers
Stevenson’s Managing Director, Julian Peddle,
with respect. Some of today’s leading names in
the industry worked at Stevenson’s at the time
and Terry remembers’ them all. They brought a
new commercialism to the business and that
brought opportunities. He was finally able to
take his PCV test.
“I’m still in the T&G,” Terry explained. “I’m
slightly against deregulation. Buses should be
there as a service. It’s not just about the money.
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Look what is happening now with the PTEs.
There are always two sides to an argument and I
can’t stand it when people won’t talk to each
other. Change is inevitable and when it happens
it’s important to put the positives across.
Stevenson’s was a completely different concept
of business. Julian was on the ball.”
Working in the workshop with a PCV licence
meant Terry was one of the ones who were
called out at short notice to provide cover in an
emergency. He remembers being given an
executive specification 46-seat Plaxton Leopard
coach to cover a day private hire only to find at
the pick up point that there were 53 passengers.
Then there was the funny occasion when he
stopped at Ticknall for an ice cream on the way
back from covering a school contract. His bus
was needed elsewhere and there were some
choice words over Stevenson’s radio when his
depot manager found out what he was doing. All
the drivers heard the comments so a ban on
certain language followed. “They were great
times,” said a smiling Terry.

European destinations have included Switzerland. The Rhine is a destination for 2010

I GOING IT ALONE

Terry had been hiring coaches for club outings
for several years and when he was told that local
one-coach operator Laurie Luvlock wanted to
sell up, it seemed like the perfect opportunity. “I
love organising things, driving and meeting
people,” he explained.
Funds were limited so although Terry took
over the business he could only afford to initially
sub-lease Laurie’s coach, a relatively youthful ex
Parry’s Volvo Plaxton Paramount. Tony
Betteridge who Terry had known since he was
aged 15 and who then worked for BASS, agreed
to be his transport manager and fleet engineer –
an arrangement that continues today. Terry was
able to park his coach with BASS, which also
undertook his maintenance.
“I knew the lads at BASS and that they were all
Volvo trained,” recalled Terry. “It shows how little
I knew that I took over a coach tour business in
November. My cousin who is an accountant
looked at the books and said I was wasting my
time. I was determined to prove him wrong. I
had to honour what had been booked with
Laurie and I ran under his name for 12 months.
One of the first things I did was introduce a
smoking ban on the coach. I was told that it
wouldn’t work, but we attracted more people.”
When BASS started cutting back its operation,
only to be bought by Coors in 2002, Terry had to
move elsewhere, but has always been able to
find secure accommodation and has a good
relationship with Volvo dealership, Hartshorne’s.
Currently vehicles are parked at CFH Tanker
Service’s premises in Burton where workshop
facilities are available to Tony and when
required, auto electrician Craig Evans.
Terry’s first coach of his own was a six-year-old
executive-specification 49-seater Jonckheerebodied Volvo B10M bought from Jim Martin at
Stanley Hughes. It had come from Telford-based
Elcock’s and to learn more Terry arranged to
meet John Elcock. “It was the most productive
two hours I have ever had,” he observed. “John
told me that owning a lot of vehicles didn’t mean
that I was going to earn a lot of money. There
would be a lot of expense. Keep the business
small and remember that first impressions
count.
“It’s has been a standing joke between the two
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Terry bought his Neoplan Euroliner new in 2002. It’s kept in first class condition

ever since that whenever Terry phones, John asks
if he is ready to buy him out.
Lynda Kemp has been Terry’s courier for 20
years and he insists on driving all his own tours
knowing it’s that Terry, Lynda team that
customers expect. “I always go into the detail
before doing a tour,” explained Terry. “We do a
lot of research. We use good quality hotels –
family-run establishments when we can. I’d
rather pay a bit more and get a good hotel. Lynda
and I are there so we can deal with any issues. I
get frustrated when people don’t tell me
something is wrong. That’s why we are there. We
don’t have a complaints department – just repeat
customers.
“Maureen and daughter Linzi Martin look
after the travel shop. Maureen deals with
bookings and insurance while Linzi looks after
private hires and driver rostering. When the
business first started Maureen was helped by

Margaret Woodhead who previously worked for
Viking Motors (of Woodville).”

I RIGHT VEHICLES

After four trouble-free years with the Elcock’s
Jonckheere Volvo Terry went back to Jim Martin
at what was then Hughes DAF and bought a
similar 51-seater that was then five years old. “If
you were straight with Jim, he was straight with
you,” recalled Terry. “It was a solid vehicle with a
better ride. We had a lot of positive comments
from passengers.”
A 10-year-old Berkhof-bodied Volvo from
Staffordian was added soon after as the business
grew. A time Terry would probably best like to
forget was the trip both Volvos failed on a trip to
Ostend. The Jonckheere put a conrod through
the block on the journey south. Tony drove the
Berkhof to rescue Terry and his passengers, but
the front windscreen developed a crack and later

I love meeting people and talking to them, and
I’ll keep doing this job as long as I can. I’m here
to do my own thing and there is a new challenge
every day
www.route-one.net
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Raising a glass on another successful tour

previously been able to help in a dispute with
dealer Mentor after the usually very reliable
Euroliner repeatedly broke down on a trip to
Ireland in 2005.
Terry is a stickler for having his vehicles
properly maintained and any sort of breakdown
is a major problem for such a small operator, and
disproportionately expensive. His first priority on
such occasions is that passengers are
inconvenienced as little as possible. Roger
established that the fuel pipes had been
disturbed in the Mercedes-Benz-engined coach
when a bracket was fitted leading to the
problem. The dealer had sent Terry a bill for
£5,000 for work carried out and largely
ineffectual assistance in Ireland. Terry stood his
ground. Mentor took him to court, but
settlement was reached before the hearing and
he only paid £1,200.
At the time Terry was operating three full-size
coaches. It was too much administration for a
man who is happiest when he is on the road so
he sold the long serving Jonckheere Volvo and
retained experienced driver Phil Stokes as a full
timer for the Van Hool with its own dedicated
portfolio of work – group holidays and a regular
schedule of Eastbourne-based tours.
Terry has always focussed on what he does
best. The business does not undertake school
contracts and any contract work has been
dependent on the availability of secondary
vehicles. Private hire or rail replacement is only
fitted in to the schedule around tour
commitments although that has become more
difficult with the changes in drivers’ hours.

I CUSTOMER FOCUS

Aftermath of the travel shop fire in 2007

fractured. On the journey home the coach also
suffered a fractured compressor pipe coming to
a halt on the M25 at the A12 junction. It turned
out to be a very expensive trip. Smiling, Terry
recalled how he had been contemplating the
world leaning on rails overlooking the A12 when
a policeman came over and said: “I’ve got
enough problems today mate. Don’t jump.”
A 1984 Van Hool Volvo joined the fleet in 1996
after Machin’s of Ashby-de-la-Zouch ceased
trading. Although Terry knew part-time drivers
who helped when required, the Van Hool came
with its regular tour driver, Alan Palin who Terry
knew from Viking days. Alan brought many
customers with him and worked full time for
Terry for 10 years before retiring.
Terry’s first new coach – the flagship he
continues to drive today – is a 49-seat executive
specification Neoplan Euroliner bought in
January 2002 with the Berkhof Volvo going in
part exchange. As routeone has highlighted,
Terry has been using oil additive BORPower in a
much newer Van Hool Volvo, (swapped with
Barratt’s of Nantwich for the Machin’s coach
several years ago), with positive results
(routeone, News, 11 March). Terry learned about
BORPower through friend and advisor Roger
Denniss, one time Chairman of the Brewery
Transport Advisory Committee. Roger had
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In the early days around 1,000 brochures were
collated by hand. Concerned by the high cost of
postage, Terry tried delivering them himself, but
his views changed after he had to clear a five-bar
gate after being chased by some geese. Lynda
puts the brochure together today with a local
printer and it’s sent to a mailing list of more than
4,000 addresses around Burton and Swadlincote.
An attractive, clear page layout echoes the
approachable style of the business. As well as the
travel shop, there are several agents in the
locality.
During the season Terry and Lynda are usually
away a week, then back a week to keep on top of
administration. A constant challenge during the
recession has been getting availability at chosen
hotels as some allocations have been cut to
match reduced demand. Action Tours and
Albatross are used for continental bookings.
With pick-ups the objective is to provide a
door-to-door service that takes no more than an
hour to complete. Two weeks prior to departure,
Maureen compiles a list of addresses for Terry so
that he can determine the best route. Having a
Crest-converted Mercedes-Benz Sprinter that
quickly paid for itself on a bingo contract
provides useful flexibility.
With repeat business so important, there is
constant pressure to be innovative with the tour
programme and two or three new destinations
are added every year.
On-tour excursions have brought a new
dimension, but after a trip to Osborne House on
the Isle of Wight where half the passengers
stayed on the coach for two-and-a half hours
rather than pay an entrance charge, it became
apparent that including any additional charges

in the tour price was essential. “We aim to give
people as much information as possible,” said
Terry. “And point them in the right direction so
they don’t miss out on things.”
With London being a key destination, all of
Terry’s vehicles are Low Emission Zone
compliant. When touring in the capital he relies
on the expertise of Blue Badge Guide David
Jagger who he has known for many years and
who always manages to come up with original,
innovative and topical commentaries – the Kray
twins being one recent subject, the royal family a
speciality. Particularly successful have been
theatre trips in the winter months, a market that
has remained largely recession resistant and
which have introduced a younger clientele to the
Terry Bushell Travel experience.
There has been worrying moments. Terry
recalled being bitten by a dog in France. The tour
organiser who was a linguist took him to
hospital. Chatting and laughing with staff, Terry
wondered what they were talking about so he
asked. “If the dog had rabies, you would be dead
by now,” said the smiling organiser.
Much more serious was an arson attack on the
travel shop in November 2007. Terry and Lynda
were on tour at the time and Terry vividly
remembers receiving the call. An intruder had
broken in and unable to find any money, had set
fire to the office. Although he was caught and
convicted of burglary he got away with arson
and the insurance company didn’t pay out. The
premises have now been divided with the travel
shop taking up one side of the frontage, the other
rented as a hair salon. Terry is having the rooms
upstairs renovated so that they can be let as flats.
“The police and fire brigade were brilliant,”
recalled Terry. “The shop was a shell, but we were
only shut for half a day. Linzi was taking
bookings on the pavement. Friends rallied
around, but we had no financial help. We had to
keep going and get the shop back the way it
should be.”
The recession has hit day excursion bookings
although overall it looks as if 2010 will be better
than 2009 with demand in the latter half of the
year looking particularly strong. Six trips to the
Thursford Christmas Spectacular are already
filled, as is a tour to Jersey. A Turkey and Tinsel is
already past breakeven point. The Roeville coach
booking system has proved an invaluable
business aid in monitoring demand.
Terry likes to support local businesses. Over
the years around £6,000 has been raised for Ward
6 at Burton’s Queen’s Hospital. The local under12s football team, Newall Cougars in also
sponsored. Terry enjoys his football and the
family has connections with the team.
Like all quality providers, Terry has concerns
about the damage done to the image of
coaching by those with less high standards. “The
market will be better when people are more
certain about the future,” he said. “Our standards
are high, but because of that I sleep well at
nights. There is no one knocking on my door
complaining about anything.
“We are forever having new laws and
regulations, and changes from Europe. It is very
hard for a small operator to keep on top of it all,
but we are long standing members of the CPT
and that helps. I love meeting people and talking
to them, and I’ll keep doing this job as long as I
can. I’m here to do my own thing and there is a
new challenge every day.” I
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